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From skearns at ashland.lib.oh.us Mon Feb 3 12:22:38 2020
From: skearns at ashland.lib.oh.us (Sarah Kearns)
Date: Mon, 3 Feb 2020 12:22:38 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Offer: family history books
Message-ID: <CAEWJtUViU4hSZ7sym_X0CJwxuRHZgWLQMioULABYyWFnH0w8qQ@mail.gmail.com>
We had a donation of family books that we do not need. If anyone can use
them I would love to get them a home. They are:
*The Hertzler-Hartzler Family HIstory* by Silas Hertzler, 1952
*The Harbert and Miller Family History 1780-1996* compiled by Carolyn Immel
Nelson, 1996. This one seems to have a Stark County/Wayne County in Ohio
connection.
Thanks,
Sarah
Ashland Public Library
224 Claremont Ave
Ashland, OH 44805
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200203/
e756098b/attachment.html>
From sholl at slcl.org Mon Feb 3 12:27:10 2020
From: sholl at slcl.org (Scott Holl)
Date: Mon, 3 Feb 2020 11:27:10 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Offer: family history books
In-Reply-To: <CAEWJtUViU4hSZ7sym_X0CJwxuRHZgWLQMioULABYyWFnH0w8qQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAEWJtUViU4hSZ7sym_X0CJwxuRHZgWLQMioULABYyWFnH0w8qQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CANSXF45UVHK3qfW5fPNVg0a27-qMYykH4tC1WdGS7-ujdqzqsg@mail.gmail.com>
Hi Sarah,
We would take the Hertzler-Hartzler book.
Scott Holl
Manager, History & Genealogy Department
1640 S. Lindbergh Blvd. | St. Louis, MO 63131
*tel* 314-994-3300 ext.2074 | *fax* 314-997-7602
www.slcl.org/genealogy
<http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.slcl.org
%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEH5FOGkEUtzXijen7aJiw-JkJX6Q>
| map
<https://www.google.com/maps/place/1640+S+Lindbergh+Blvd/@38.6301169,90.4049885,16z/data=!4m2!3m1!1s0x87d8cce775ef310b:0x1695044a233dfcdf?hl=en>
| email <sholle at slcl.org>

On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 11:23 AM Sarah Kearns <skearns at ashland.lib.oh.us>
wrote:
> We had a donation of family books that we do not need. If anyone can use
> them I would love to get them a home. They are:

>
> *The Hertzler-Hartzler Family HIstory* by Silas Hertzler, 1952
>
> *The Harbert and Miller Family History 1780-1996* compiled by Carolyn
> Immel Nelson, 1996. This one seems to have a Stark County/Wayne County in
> Ohio connection.
>
> Thanks,
> Sarah
>
> Ashland Public Library
> 224 Claremont Ave
> Ashland, OH 44805
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200203/4cc7a26c/
attachment.html>
From clang at mymcpl.org Mon Feb 3 12:29:17 2020
From: clang at mymcpl.org (Cheryl Lang)
Date: Mon, 3 Feb 2020 17:29:17 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Offer: family history books
In-Reply-To: <CAEWJtUViU4hSZ7sym_X0CJwxuRHZgWLQMioULABYyWFnH0w8qQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAEWJtUViU4hSZ7sym_X0CJwxuRHZgWLQMioULABYyWFnH0w8qQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<BN6PR19MB112271C552FE583B38EC20EACF000@BN6PR19MB1122.namprd19.prod.outlook.com>
We would be happy to give the Harbert and Miller Family History book a wonderful
home at MGC!
Cheryl A. Lang, MLS
Midwest Genealogy Center Manager
clang at mymcpl.org<mailto:clang at mymcpl.org>
Mid-Continent Public Library
3440 S. Lee?s Summit Road
Independence, MO 64055
816.252.7228
http://midwestgenealogycenter.org<http://midwestgenealogycenter.org/>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sarah Kearns
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2020 11:23 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Offer: family history books
[EXTERNAL]

We had a donation of family books that we do not need. If anyone can use them I
would love to get them a home. They are:
The Hertzler-Hartzler Family HIstory by Silas Hertzler, 1952
The Harbert and Miller Family History 1780-1996 compiled by Carolyn Immel Nelson,
1996. This one seems to have a Stark County/Wayne County in Ohio connection.
Thanks,
Sarah
Ashland Public Library
224 Claremont Ave
Ashland, OH 44805

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200203/6bd66cf7/
attachment.html>
From skearns at ashland.lib.oh.us Mon Feb 3 14:14:18 2020
From: skearns at ashland.lib.oh.us (Sarah Kearns)
Date: Mon, 3 Feb 2020 14:14:18 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Offer: family history books
In-Reply-To:
<BN6PR19MB112271C552FE583B38EC20EACF000@BN6PR19MB1122.namprd19.prod.outlook.com>
References: <CAEWJtUViU4hSZ7sym_X0CJwxuRHZgWLQMioULABYyWFnH0w8qQ@mail.gmail.com>
<BN6PR19MB112271C552FE583B38EC20EACF000@BN6PR19MB1122.namprd19.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CAEWJtUXzxRRpq4j7BJFaJLNDgPKTumhHNZ=EuW_OOYc=KWG-nw@mail.gmail.com>
I have found homes for these books. Thanks all!
Sarah
On Mon, Feb 3, 2020 at 12:30 PM Cheryl Lang <clang at mymcpl.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

We would be happy to give the *Harbert and Miller Family History* book a
wonderful home at MGC!

Cheryl A. Lang, MLS
Midwest Genealogy Center Manager
clang at mymcpl.org

Mid-Continent Public Library
3440 S. Lee?s Summit Road

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Independence, MO

64055

816.252.7228
http://midwestgenealogycenter.org

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Sarah Kearns
*Sent:* Monday, February 3, 2020 11:23 AM
*To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
*Subject:* [Genealib] Offer: family history books

[EXTERNAL]

We had a donation of family books that we do not need. If anyone can use
them I would love to get them a home. They are:

*The Hertzler-Hartzler Family HIstory* by Silas Hertzler, 1952

*The Harbert and Miller Family History 1780-1996* compiled by Carolyn
Immel Nelson, 1996. This one seems to have a Stark County/Wayne County in
Ohio connection.

Thanks,
Sarah

Ashland Public Library
224 Claremont Ave
Ashland, OH 44805

_______________________________________________

> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200203/
e1909995/attachment.html>
From mmullinax at brightonlibrary.info Wed Feb 5 14:08:27 2020
From: mmullinax at brightonlibrary.info (Mark Mullinax)
Date: Wed, 5 Feb 2020 14:08:27 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Search form for Microsoft Access database
Message-ID: <CAAu-YbE-PfdGEVycaz_8vSQmpoaJA-NbHP6RQZRg_2eJXghX4g@mail.gmail.com>
We have created several databases from our local newspaper going back to
1880. They are Microsoft Access files covering local obituaries, marriages,
births and other items. Each database contains up to nine separate columns
including the person?s name, spouse, father, mother, newspaper date and so
on. We would like to have search forms which could be placed on our website
that would allow patrons to search the indexes. Ideally, these search forms
would be capable of searching a single column or several of the columns of
data at once. In addition, since these projects are ongoing, we would need
to update each database periodically. Does anyone have experience with
this? How did you create the search form? Did you use a vendor? If your
library has something similar that doesn?t use Microsoft Access, what do
you use? Thanks.
Mark Mullinax
Genealogy and Local History Librarian
Brighton District Library
100 Library Drive
Brighton, Michigan 48116
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200205/
e677f3f5/attachment-0001.html>
From amy at amyjohnsoncrow.com Wed Feb 5 14:50:09 2020
From: amy at amyjohnsoncrow.com (Amy Johnson Crow)
Date: Wed, 5 Feb 2020 14:50:09 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Search form for Microsoft Access database
In-Reply-To: <CAAu-YbE-PfdGEVycaz_8vSQmpoaJA-NbHP6RQZRg_2eJXghX4g@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAu-YbE-PfdGEVycaz_8vSQmpoaJA-NbHP6RQZRg_2eJXghX4g@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <7D27374D-4957-4861-92AB-4B8BA364E849@amyjohnsoncrow.com>
If your servers will run it, a simple MySQL database and a couple of PHP pages
would be more than sufficient to do what you?ve outlined.
Amy
==========
Amy Johnson Crow, MLIS, CG
Host, Generations Cafe podcast
Author, 31 Days to Better Genealogy
AmyJohnsonCrow.com <http://amyjohnsoncrow.com/>
> On Feb 5, 2020, at 2:08 PM, Mark Mullinax <mmullinax at brightonlibrary.info>
wrote:

>
> We have created several databases from our local newspaper going back to 1880.
They are Microsoft Access files covering local obituaries, marriages, births and
other items. Each database contains up to nine separate columns including the
person?s name, spouse, father, mother, newspaper date and so on. We would like to
have search forms which could be placed on our website that would allow patrons to
search the indexes. Ideally, these search forms would be capable of searching a
single column or several of the columns of data at once. In addition, since these
projects are ongoing, we would need to update each database periodically. Does
anyone have experience with this? How did you create the search form? Did you use a
vendor? If your library has something similar that doesn?t use Microsoft Access,
what do you use? Thanks.
>
> Mark Mullinax
> Genealogy and Local History Librarian
> Brighton District Library
> 100 Library Drive
> Brighton, Michigan 48116
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200205/6b3e8d22/
attachment.html>
From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Thu Feb 6 19:08:30 2020
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Fri, 7 Feb 2020 00:08:30 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Explore RELIC (February 2020)
Message-ID:
<CH2PR09MB4137347C1495D5B428F5F727BC1C0@CH2PR09MB4137.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
EXPLORE RELIC
February 2020 - The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local
History (RELIC)

Start your historical journey here. RELIC's email newsletter highlights upcoming
free events and happenings. Genealogy and local Virginia history is our specialty
as a service provided by the Prince William Public Library. We're located at Bull
Run Regional Library and you can always find more about us at
www.pwcgov.org/library/relic<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic>

African-American Genealogy:

Tracking Families Before the Civil War

Discovering African American family history prior to 1865 can be difficult. There
are special challenges to finding documentation during the age of slavery. RELIC's
Don Wilson will identify sources that can be used to trace lives and relationships
while demonstrating the process using a case study approach.
Tuesday, February 25, 7:00 - 8:30 p.m. at Bull Run Regional
Library.<http://pwcgov.evanced.info/eventsignup.asp?
ID=69491&rts=&disptype=&ret=eventcalendar.asp&pointer=&returnToSearch=&num=0&ad=&dt
=mo&mo=2/1/2020&df=calendar&EventType=ALL&Lib=ALL&AgeGroup=ALL&LangType=0&WindowMod
e=&noheader=&lad=&pub=1&nopub=&page=&pgdisp=>

A School of Their Own:

Industrial Education in Post-Reconstruction Virginia

In late 19th century Virginia, educational opportunities for African Americans were
slim. Jennie Dean, a former slave, was inspired to uplift her people. Learn how
vision, faith, and exceptional fundraising established an industrial school for
young people of color in Manassas. Presented by Ellie Hill from the Manassas
Museum.
Tuesday, February 11, 2:00 - 3:30 p.m.<http://pwcgov.evanced.info/eventsignup.asp?
ID=69693&rts=&disptype=&ret=eventcalendar.asp&pointer=&returnToSearch=&num=0&ad=&dt
=mo&mo=2/1/2020&df=calendar&EventType=ALL&Lib=ALL&AgeGroup=ALL&LangType=0&WindowMod
e=&noheader=&lad=&pub=1&nopub=&page=&pgdisp=>

*Using Genealogical Research and Nonfiction Writing to Write Your Family History

Why is it important to write your family history? You've done the research. You
know the stories. Now it's time to share your findings with family, the
genealogical community, and generations to come. Author and genealogist, Char
McCargo-Bah, will teach you how to convert your research into an engaging and
interesting narrative.
Tuesday, February 18, 7:00 - 8:30 p.m.<http://pwcgov.evanced.info/eventsignup.asp?
ID=69463&rts=&disptype=&ret=eventcalendar.asp&pointer=&returnToSearch=&num=0&ad=&dt
=mo&mo=2/1/2020&df=calendar&EventType=ALL&Lib=ALL&AgeGroup=ALL&LangType=0&WindowMod
e=&noheader=&lad=&pub=1&nopub=&page=&pgdisp=>

Buffalo Soldiers During the Civil War

By the end of the Civil War, 200,000 black soldiers were serving in the Federal
Army. After the war, many decided not to return to a life of sharecropping and
racial oppression, instead volunteering to battle outlaws and Indian raiders along
the western frontier. This program uses reenactments and the expertise of military
historians to tell the story of the Buffalo Soldiers, a name given to black troops
by their Native American adversaries.
Thursday, February 27, 7:00 - 8:30 p.m.<http://pwcgov.evanced.info/eventsignup.asp?

ID=69278&rts=&disptype=info&ret=eventcalendar.asp&pointer=&returnToSearch=&num=0&ad
=&dt=mo&mo=2/1/2020&df=calendar&EventType=ALL&Lib=ALL&AgeGroup=ALL&LangType=0&Windo
wMode=&noheader=&lad=&pub=1&nopub=&page=&pgdisp=>

RELIC INSIDER:

NEW ON OUR WEBSITE

Thanks to coordination with our Library's Office of Community Engagement, we now
have a video of a recent RELIC program ready for you to view. We expect that
selective future events will also be taped and added to our programs page. You can
now see Dr. Peter Henriques' talk "Complicated, Very Complicated: George
Washington's Relationship with his Mother" (Dec. 5, 2019) at
https://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/Pages/RELIC-programs.aspx.

Recently added to RELIC's Digital Archives, at
https://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/pages/relichistoricrepository.aspx
:
The book Kopp, Virginia, by Raymond W. Woolfenden, courtesy of the author.

SAVE THE DATE:

The Sixth Annual Prince William / Manassas History Symposium will be held on
Saturday, March 21, from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. at the Old Manassas Court House,
corner of Grant and Lee Avenues.
Sponsored by the County Historic Preservation Division, the County Historical
Commission, Historic Prince William, and the Manassas Museum, this year's topics
include:
*
*
*
*
*

The Freedman's Bureau in Prince William County.
The Legend of "Stonewall."
Prince William County's Frontiersman: Simon Kenton.
The Life of Robert Carter III, Virginia's First Emancipator.
Lady Spies of the O.S.S.

A guided tour of selected historic homes in Prince William County will be held on
Sunday, March 22. The Historic Preservation Division will provide details at

https://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/park/hp/Pages/Historic-PreservationEvents.aspx.

==========

NEXT MONTH

Preservation for Home Archives
Archivist, Gabrielle Sanchez, will introduce participants to the basics of
preservation and discuss the best ways to house and protect personal archives.
Topics include proper handling of letters, books, photographs, and other media,
threats to paper and electronic media, and the dangers of non-archival storage
products.
Tuesday, March 10, 2:00 - 3:30 p.m.<http://pwcgov.evanced.info/eventsignup.asp?
ID=73233&rts=&disptype=&ret=eventcalendar.asp&pointer=&returnToSearch=&num=0&ad=&dt
=mo&mo=3/1/2020&df=calendar&EventType=ALL&Lib=ALL&AgeGroup=ALL&LangType=0&WindowMod
e=&noheader=&lad=&pub=1&nopub=&page=&pgdisp=>

Battle at Brawner's Farm

Historian Lionel Raymond will take us through the lead up to and action at
Brawner's Farm, a significant episode in the Battle of Second Manassas, August
1862.
Tuesday, March 24, 7:00 - 8:30 p.m.<http://pwcgov.evanced.info/eventsignup.asp?
ID=74500&rts=&disptype=&ret=eventcalendar.asp&pointer=&returnToSearch=&num=0&ad=&dt
=mo&mo=3/1/2020&df=calendar&EventType=ALL&Lib=ALL&AgeGroup=ALL&LangType=0&WindowMod
e=&noheader=&lad=&pub=1&nopub=&page=&pgdisp=>

To read the latest lists of new materials available, please click on What's New in
RELIC<http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/pages/relic-news.aspx>.
Unless otherwise stated, all of the preceding programs will take place at Bull Run
Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, Virginia. Programs may last from 60
to 90 minutes. Funding for selected RELIC programs is provided by the Friends of
Bull Run Library.* You may register for any of these free programs at 703-792-4540
or email relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>. You may also register
online at RELIC Programs<http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/pages/relicprograms.aspx>.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200207/3fe11a9c/
attachment.html>
From GlasgowE at wtcpl.org Wed Feb 12 15:25:54 2020
From: GlasgowE at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Wed, 12 Feb 2020 20:25:54 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] College yearbooks for postage
Message-ID: <7cc3e00dfd6a454a82371120635b4f16@wtcpl.org>
This is a list of titles that our library would like to rehome for the cost of
postage. Please reply to me directly at the e-mail address below if you are
interested in any of the titles. All are in fair condition with library markings.
Kirksville, MO College of Osteopathic Medicine 1972
OSU Makio 1931
OSU Makio 1962
Western Reserve Nihon 1925
Wooster College 1923
Ohio Northern 1931
Ohio Northern 1930
OSU Makio 1941
OSU Makio 1937
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
[WTCPL_Logo_Email]
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200212/
b3949f28/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3922 bytes
Desc: image001.png
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200212/
b3949f28/attachment.png>
From maconrad at swbell.net Wed Feb 12 19:12:57 2020
From: maconrad at swbell.net (Mary Ann Conrad)
Date: Thu, 13 Feb 2020 00:12:57 +0000 (UTC)
Subject: [Genealib] College yearbooks for postage
In-Reply-To: <7cc3e00dfd6a454a82371120635b4f16@wtcpl.org>
References: <7cc3e00dfd6a454a82371120635b4f16@wtcpl.org>

Message-ID: <752640595.2235742.1581552777305@mail.yahoo.com>
This is Mary Ann's daughter Diane.? I have seen you send her emails.? I just
thought I should let you know that Mary Ann passed away late January.
On Wednesday, February 12, 2020, 02:26:05 PM CST, Elizabeth Glasgow <glasgowe
at wtcpl.org> wrote:
<!--#yiv3076842475 _filtered {} _filtered {} _filtered {} _filtered {} _filtered
{} _filtered {}#yiv3076842475 #yiv3076842475 p.yiv3076842475MsoNormal,
#yiv3076842475 li.yiv3076842475MsoNormal, #yiv3076842475 div.yiv3076842475MsoNormal
{margin:0in;margin-bottom:.0001pt;font-size:11.0pt;font-family:"Calibri", sansserif;}#yiv3076842475 a:link, #yiv3076842475 span.yiv3076842475MsoHyperlink
{color:blue;text-decoration:underline;}#yiv3076842475 a:visited, #yiv3076842475
span.yiv3076842475MsoHyperlinkFollowed {color:purple;textdecoration:underline;}#yiv3076842475 span.yiv3076842475EmailStyle17 {fontfamily:"Candara", sansserif;color:windowtext;}#yiv3076842475 .yiv3076842475MsoChpDefault {fontfamily:"Calibri", sans-serif;} _filtered {}#yiv3076842475
div.yiv3076842475WordSection1 {}-->
This is a list of titles that our library would like to rehome for the cost of
postage.? Please reply to me directly at the e-mail address below if you are
interested in any of the titles.? All are in fair condition with library markings.
?
Kirksville, MO College of Osteopathic Medicine 1972???????? ???????????
OSU Makio
1931???????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
?
OSU Makio
1962??????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????
Western Reserve Nihon
1925??????????? ??????????????????????????????????? ??????????? ???????????
Wooster College
1923??????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????? ???????????
Ohio Northern
1931?????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????
??????? ???????????
Ohio Northern
1930????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????
?????? ???????????
OSU Makio
1941???????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
? ??????????? ???????????
OSU Makio 1937???????????????????
?
Elizabeth A. Glasgow

Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.?
John Lubbock
?

?
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200213/32f87d1b/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3922 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200213/32f87d1b/
attachment.png>
From efern at pacbell.net Thu Feb 20 03:03:13 2020
From: efern at pacbell.net (Elvina Fernandez)
Date: Thu, 20 Feb 2020 00:03:13 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper site
References: <10041043-AA74-4E39-831F-C3A270268D8E.ref@pacbell.net>
Message-ID: <10041043-AA74-4E39-831F-C3A270268D8E@pacbell.net>
We are trying to have more Internet sites available for our patrons that use our
genealogy room in our local library. Does anyone have any suggestions as to online
sites to find newspapers. We have a subscription to newspaper.com
<http://newspaper.com/> but need more than just this site.
A library located about 30 miles from us was set on fire two days ago and
everything was destroyed. They had been so kind as to loan us their film when we
had a request published in their local newspaper but now all that is gone. Not
only did they lose everything but the biggest loss was the two firefighters who
died while fighting the fire.
Elvina Fernandez
efern at pacbell.net

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200220/773200f8/
attachment.html>
From pinnick.aabooks at gmail.com Thu Feb 20 07:54:12 2020
From: pinnick.aabooks at gmail.com (Timothy Pinnick)
Date: Thu, 20 Feb 2020 07:54:12 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper site
In-Reply-To: <10041043-AA74-4E39-831F-C3A270268D8E@pacbell.net>
References: <10041043-AA74-4E39-831F-C3A270268D8E.ref@pacbell.net>
<10041043-AA74-4E39-831F-C3A270268D8E@pacbell.net>
Message-ID: <CAC3kpM7sZPHModU3MuBYRMyX-BpptZaeazQHRug4FGOKjQ6nxg@mail.gmail.com>
For an excellent feel of the newspaper landscape, I recommend you visit The
Ancestor Hunt, a site organized by Ken Marks. Thousands upon thousands of
links to free newspaper resources organized by state and information on the
collections of the subscription sites so you can determine which one is a
good fit for your library.
Tim Pinnick
On Thursday, February 20, 2020, Elvina Fernandez <efern at pacbell.net> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

We are trying to have more Internet sites available for our patrons that
use our genealogy room in our local library. Does anyone have any
suggestions as to online sites to find newspapers. We have a subscription
to newspaper.com but need more than just this site.
A library located about 30 miles from us was set on fire two days ago and
everything was destroyed. They had been so kind as to loan us their film
when we had a request published in their local newspaper but now all that
is gone. Not only did they lose everything but the biggest loss was the
two firefighters who died while fighting the fire.
Elvina Fernandez
efern at pacbell.net

-*Author of**:*
*Owner of:*

*Finding and Using African American Newspapers*

*History and Genealogy Spotlight

*

*Specializing in Historical/Genealogical Lectures & New and Used African
American Books*
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/HGSaabooks/
Join me on Instagram for Thesis Wednesday
https://www.instagram.com/pinnickaabooks/
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200220/70e31fee/
attachment.html>
From tbhobbs at dadecolib.org Thu Feb 20 10:05:26 2020
From: tbhobbs at dadecolib.org (Tom Hobbs)
Date: Thu, 20 Feb 2020 09:05:26 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper site
In-Reply-To: <CAC3kpM7sZPHModU3MuBYRMyX-BpptZaeazQHRug4FGOKjQ6nxg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <10041043-AA74-4E39-831F-C3A270268D8E.ref@pacbell.net>
<10041043-AA74-4E39-831F-C3A270268D8E@pacbell.net>
<CAC3kpM7sZPHModU3MuBYRMyX-BpptZaeazQHRug4FGOKjQ6nxg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAMkUo0e8XZR0N+rVdYztsxV9kuW+nfGGKtMnCGJ38jBZe1SE+w@mail.gmail.com>
A Free Site for Newspapers listed on the attachment.
The site is newspapers.com but through SHSMO.Org - therefore it
is free. This is for Missouri Only...?
tbh
On Thu, Feb 20, 2020 at 6:54 AM Timothy Pinnick <pinnick.aabooks at gmail.com>
wrote:
> For an excellent feel of the newspaper landscape, I recommend you visit
> The Ancestor Hunt, a site organized by Ken Marks. Thousands upon thousands
> of links to free newspaper resources organized by state and information on
> the collections of the subscription sites so you can determine which one is
> a good fit for your library.
>
> Tim Pinnick
>
> On Thursday, February 20, 2020, Elvina Fernandez <efern at pacbell.net>
> wrote:
>
>> We are trying to have more Internet sites available for our patrons that
>> use our genealogy room in our local library. Does anyone have any
>> suggestions as to online sites to find newspapers. We have a subscription
>> to newspaper.com but need more than just this site.
>>
>> A library located about 30 miles from us was set on fire two days ago and
>> everything was destroyed. They had been so kind as to loan us their film
>> when we had a request published in their local newspaper but now all that
>> is gone. Not only did they lose everything but the biggest loss was the
>> two firefighters who died while fighting the fire.
>>
>>
>> Elvina Fernandez
>> efern at pacbell.net
>>
>>
>>
>>
>
> ->
> *Author of**:* *Finding and Using African American Newspapers*
>
> *Owner of:* *History and Genealogy Spotlight
*
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

*Specializing in Historical/Genealogical Lectures & New and Used African
American Books*
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/HGSaabooks/
Join me on Instagram for Thesis Wednesday
https://www.instagram.com/pinnickaabooks/
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-tbh
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200220/0a27b39f/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: MO Digital Heritage Web Sites.docx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.wordprocessingml.document
Size: 1604612 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200220/0a27b39f/
attachment-0001.docx>
From HannahK at wacotx.gov Thu Feb 20 12:01:18 2020
From: HannahK at wacotx.gov (Hannah Kubacak)
Date: Thu, 20 Feb 2020 17:01:18 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper site
In-Reply-To: <10041043-AA74-4E39-831F-C3A270268D8E@pacbell.net>
References: <10041043-AA74-4E39-831F-C3A270268D8E.ref@pacbell.net>
<10041043-AA74-4E39-831F-C3A270268D8E@pacbell.net>
Message-ID: <2be6d8c0f9104a6aa98204082830e050@wacotx.gov>
Elephind.com
This website doesn't host papers, but does search over 30 free online digital
newspaper repositories in one search engine. If your search returns a hit, you will
be linked out to the images of the original.
Hannah Kubacak
Genealogy Reference Librarian
Waco McLennan County Library
WEST WACO LIBRARY AND GENEALOGY CENTER
5301 Bosque Blvd | Suite 275 I Waco, TX 76710
*: 254-750-5945 * hannahk at wacotx.gov<mailto:hannahk at waco.tx.gov>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Elvina Fernandez
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2020 2:03 AM
To: genealib <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>

Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper site
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links
or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
We are trying to have more Internet sites available for our patrons that use our
genealogy room in our local library. Does anyone have any suggestions as to online
sites to find newspapers. We have a subscription to
newspaper.com<http://newspaper.com> but need more than just this site.
A library located about 30 miles from us was set on fire two days ago and
everything was destroyed. They had been so kind as to loan us their film when we
had a request published in their local newspaper but now all that is gone. Not
only did they lose everything but the biggest loss was the two firefighters who
died while fighting the fire.
Elvina Fernandez
efern at pacbell.net<mailto:efern at pacbell.net>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200220/
e1875d90/attachment.html>
From kdolce at volusia.org Thu Feb 20 12:06:47 2020
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Thu, 20 Feb 2020 12:06:47 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] [EX] Newspaper site
In-Reply-To: <10041043-AA74-4E39-831F-C3A270268D8E@pacbell.net>
References: <10041043-AA74-4E39-831F-C3A270268D8E.ref@pacbell.net>
<10041043-AA74-4E39-831F-C3A270268D8E@pacbell.net>
Message-ID: <5E4EBCA7020000AA000DBF9E@volusia.org>
I also suggest theancestorhunt.com for its excellent list. Click where it says
"newspaper links."
This Wikipedia link might also help.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:List_of_online_newspaper_archives
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach
Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> "Elvina Fernandez" <efern at pacbell.net> 2/20/2020 3:03 AM >>>
CAUTION: This email originated from outside Volusia County's email system. DO NOT
CLICK links or attachments unless you recognize the sender and/or know the content
is safe.
We are trying to have more Internet sites available for our patrons that use our
genealogy room in our local library. Does anyone have any suggestions as to online

sites to find newspapers.
than just this site.

We have a subscription to newspaper.com but need more

A library located about 30 miles from us was set on fire two days ago and
everything was destroyed. They had been so kind as to loan us their film when we
had a request published in their local newspaper but now all that is gone. Not
only did they lose everything but the biggest loss was the two firefighters who
died while fighting the fire.
Elvina Fernandez
efern at pacbell.net

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200220/8f761cce/
attachment.html>
From skirby at hctpl.info Thu Feb 20 14:20:59 2020
From: skirby at hctpl.info (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Thu, 20 Feb 2020 14:20:59 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Fwd: Need Microfilm Machine to Use for Printing/Copying
In-Reply-To: <CAJnbpzjy7QUep+A8ckFR3qDVBn7zCQ9t=bqeOGJz2xgyEKBZag@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAJnbpzjy7QUep+A8ckFR3qDVBn7zCQ9t=bqeOGJz2xgyEKBZag@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAAvK8hMmz_M9nLSROHXwGdAT=59N2-e4ios8aOfWaHXjBuzyUQ@mail.gmail.com>
Anyone know of a compatible machine within an hour or two of Fort Wayne?
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Genealogy and Archives Librarian
B. Joan Keefer Genealogy and Local History Center
Huntington City Township Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Kristy Kindley <kkindley at lhn.net>
Date: Thu, Feb 20, 2020 at 2:16 PM
Subject: Microfilm Machine
To: <skirby at hctpl.info>
Cc: Hendry, Ashley <AHendry at lhn.net>, Heidi Arnett <
harnett at lutheran-hosp.com>
Good Afternoon,
We recently spoke on the phone about needing a hard cartridge
compatible Microfilm machine or toner. The model of our Microfilm machine
is Canon Microfilm Scanner 400 and Canon Fileprint 300 printer. The manual
stated that these other models would be compatible with ours Canon NP-P880,
NP-P980, PC-P80, and DMP100.
I thank you so kindly for offering to help us in our search to fill this
request. Let me know if you need any further information.

-Kristy Kindley, RHIT| HIM Operations Manager| Lutheran Hospital|The
Orthopedic Hospital| 7950 W Jefferson Blvd Fort Wayne, IN 46804| Phone:
260-435-7036| Email: kkindley at lhn.net
Upcoming Out of Office Dates:
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200220/102b877f/
attachment.html>
From skirby at hctpl.info Thu Feb 20 15:05:10 2020
From: skirby at hctpl.info (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Thu, 20 Feb 2020 15:05:10 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper site
In-Reply-To: <10041043-AA74-4E39-831F-C3A270268D8E@pacbell.net>
References: <10041043-AA74-4E39-831F-C3A270268D8E.ref@pacbell.net>
<10041043-AA74-4E39-831F-C3A270268D8E@pacbell.net>
Message-ID: <CAAvK8hMT3MNHMHmJX61XY+nzN_KBTDBivNwv2apN7hK6qGoOXA@mail.gmail.com>
You don't say exactly where your library is, but from your email, it seems
you're in California. It makes a difference. Since there is no single site
for newspapers. For instance, one of my favorite sites is Old Fulton
Postcards, but since that is mainly New York papers, you're probably not
interested in it.
A favorite list of sites https://sites.google.com/site/onlinenewspapersite/ (a bit dated, but most
links still work)
Of course - ChroniclingAmerica at https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/, not
only for the digitized papers, but also for their searchable newspaper
directory
A great search engine - https://elephind.com/
Finally, you can search for "California Digital Newspaper Project" [works
for most states]. The content on these sites may be duplicates of the
Chronicling America papers, but they may not be. Link for California https://cdnc.ucr.edu/
My thoughts and prayers to the Porterville folks.
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Genealogy and Archives Librarian
B. Joan Keefer Genealogy and Local History Center
Huntington City Township Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200220/
ca9d0996/attachment.html>
From daniel at myheritage.com

Thu Feb 20 15:15:48 2020

From: daniel at myheritage.com (Daniel Horowitz)
Date: Thu, 20 Feb 2020 15:15:48 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper site
In-Reply-To: <CAC3kpM7sZPHModU3MuBYRMyX-BpptZaeazQHRug4FGOKjQ6nxg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAC3kpM7sZPHModU3MuBYRMyX-BpptZaeazQHRug4FGOKjQ6nxg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <4B911BE0-2913-4A00-818C-F89291C43080@myheritage.com>
You can give it a look at MyHeritage newspapers collections
It includes not only US but other european countries with automatic translations on
the search and result page
And the ?Library? edition has remote access for patrons
https://www.myheritage.com/research/category-8000/newspapers
Sent from my iPhone
Daniel Horowitz
Genealogy Expert
daniel at myheritage.com
MyHeritage Ltd., 3 Ariel Sharon Blvd., Or Yehuda 60250, Israel

>> On Feb 20, 2020, at 7:54 AM, Timothy Pinnick <pinnick.aabooks at gmail.com>
wrote:
> ?For an excellent feel of the newspaper landscape, I recommend you visit The
Ancestor Hunt, a site organized by Ken Marks. Thousands upon thousands of links to
free newspaper resources organized by state and information on the collections of
the subscription sites so you can determine which one is a good fit for your
library.
>
> Tim Pinnick
>
>> On Thursday, February 20, 2020, Elvina Fernandez <efern at pacbell.net> wrote:
>> We are trying to have more Internet sites available for our patrons that use our
genealogy room in our local library. Does anyone have any suggestions as to online
sites to find newspapers. We have a subscription to newspaper.com but need more
than just this site.
>>
>> A library located about 30 miles from us was set on fire two days ago and
everything was destroyed. They had been so kind as to loan us their film when we
had a request published in their local newspaper but now all that is gone. Not
only did they lose everything but the biggest loss was the two firefighters who
died while fighting the fire.
>>
>>
>> Elvina Fernandez
>> efern at pacbell.net
>
>
> -> Author of: Finding and Using African American Newspapers
> Owner of: History and Genealogy Spotlight
> Specializing in Historical/Genealogical Lectures & New and Used African American
Books
> Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/HGSaabooks/
> Join me on Instagram for Thesis Wednesday
> https://www.instagram.com/pinnickaabooks/
>

> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200220/
c475899e/attachment.html>
From jocrockett at gmail.com Fri Feb 21 12:46:58 2020
From: jocrockett at gmail.com (jocrockett at gmail.com)
Date: Fri, 21 Feb 2020 10:46:58 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper site
In-Reply-To: <4B911BE0-2913-4A00-818C-F89291C43080@myheritage.com>
References: <CAC3kpM7sZPHModU3MuBYRMyX-BpptZaeazQHRug4FGOKjQ6nxg@mail.gmail.com>
<4B911BE0-2913-4A00-818C-F89291C43080@myheritage.com>
Message-ID: <CAF84HsPvzggW5hZNDqRxE9Oc9zo8GfS4K0Ns4wTvLyu2kkHZgw@mail.gmail.com>
Recently, using NYS Historic Newspapers at <
https://nyshistoricnewspapers.org> Full text for small town newspaper in
1800s and a few 1700s.
J Crockett
On Thu, Feb 20, 2020 at 1:16 PM Daniel Horowitz <daniel at myheritage.com>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

You can give it a look at MyHeritage newspapers collections
It includes not only US but other european countries with automatic
translations on the search and result page
And the ?Library? edition has remote access for patrons
https://www.myheritage.com/research/category-8000/newspapers
Sent from my iPhone
*Daniel Horowitz*
Genealogy Expert
daniel at myheritage.com
MyHeritage Ltd., 3 Ariel Sharon Blvd., Or Yehuda 60250, Israel
<http://www.myheritage.com/>
<https://www.facebook.com/myheritage>
<https://twitter.com/myhchiefgen>
<http://blog.myheritage.com/>
<https://www.youtube.com/user/MyHeritageLtd>
<http://pinterest.com/myheritagepins/>
<http://pinterest.com/myheritagepins/>
<http://www.youtube.com/user/MyHeritageLtd>
On Feb 20, 2020, at 7:54 AM, Timothy Pinnick <pinnick.aabooks at gmail.com>
wrote:
?For an excellent feel of the newspaper landscape, I recommend you visit
The Ancestor Hunt, a site organized by Ken Marks. Thousands upon thousands
of links to free newspaper resources organized by state and information on
the collections of the subscription sites so you can determine which one is
a good fit for your library.
Tim Pinnick

>
> On Thursday, February 20, 2020, Elvina Fernandez <efern at pacbell.net>
> wrote:
>
>> We are trying to have more Internet sites available for our patrons that
>> use our genealogy room in our local library. Does anyone have any
>> suggestions as to online sites to find newspapers. We have a subscription
>> to newspaper.com but need more than just this site.
>>
>> A library located about 30 miles from us was set on fire two days ago and
>> everything was destroyed. They had been so kind as to loan us their film
>> when we had a request published in their local newspaper but now all that
>> is gone. Not only did they lose everything but the biggest loss was the
>> two firefighters who died while fighting the fire.
>>
>>
>> Elvina Fernandez
>> efern at pacbell.net
>>
>>
>>
>>
>
> ->
> *Author of**:* *Finding and Using African American Newspapers*
>
> *Owner of:* *History and Genealogy Spotlight
*
>
> *Specializing in Historical/Genealogical Lectures & New and Used African
> American Books*
>
> Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/HGSaabooks/
>
> Join me on Instagram for Thesis Wednesday
>
> https://www.instagram.com/pinnickaabooks/
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200221/
ab4d881c/attachment.html>
From amiles at californiaancestors.org Fri Feb 21 13:10:42 2020
From: amiles at californiaancestors.org (Arlene Miles)
Date: Fri, 21 Feb 2020 10:10:42 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Newspaper site
In-Reply-To: <CAF84HsPvzggW5hZNDqRxE9Oc9zo8GfS4K0Ns4wTvLyu2kkHZgw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAC3kpM7sZPHModU3MuBYRMyX-BpptZaeazQHRug4FGOKjQ6nxg@mail.gmail.com>
<4B911BE0-2913-4A00-818C-F89291C43080@myheritage.com>

<CAF84HsPvzggW5hZNDqRxE9Oc9zo8GfS4K0Ns4wTvLyu2kkHZgw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CALCozY=TuH5=M4SitVDpaAGk8k=aRWUA0EWE0qgknyoCNWMukA@mail.gmail.com>
Veridian Newspapers is where I look for articles.
Arlene Miles-Library Director
amiles at californiaancestors.org
California Genealogy Society
2201 Broadway, Suite LL2
Oakland, CA 94612-3031
510-663-6358

On Fri, Feb 21, 2020 at 9:47 AM <jocrockett at gmail.com> wrote:
> Recently, using NYS Historic Newspapers at <
> https://nyshistoricnewspapers.org> Full text for small town newspaper in
> 1800s and a few 1700s.
>
> J Crockett
>
> On Thu, Feb 20, 2020 at 1:16 PM Daniel Horowitz <daniel at myheritage.com>
> wrote:
>
>> You can give it a look at MyHeritage newspapers collections
>> It includes not only US but other european countries with automatic
>> translations on the search and result page
>> And the ?Library? edition has remote access for patrons
>>
>> https://www.myheritage.com/research/category-8000/newspapers
>>
>> Sent from my iPhone
>>
>>
>> *Daniel Horowitz*
>> Genealogy Expert
>> daniel at myheritage.com
>> MyHeritage Ltd., 3 Ariel Sharon Blvd., Or Yehuda 60250, Israel
>> <http://www.myheritage.com/>
>> <https://www.facebook.com/myheritage>
>> <https://twitter.com/myhchiefgen>
<http://blog.myheritage.com/>
>>
<https://www.youtube.com/user/MyHeritageLtd>
>> <http://pinterest.com/myheritagepins/>
>> <http://pinterest.com/myheritagepins/>
>> <http://www.youtube.com/user/MyHeritageLtd>
>>
>> On Feb 20, 2020, at 7:54 AM, Timothy Pinnick <pinnick.aabooks at gmail.com>
>> wrote:
>>
>> ?For an excellent feel of the newspaper landscape, I recommend you visit
>> The Ancestor Hunt, a site organized by Ken Marks. Thousands upon thousands
>> of links to free newspaper resources organized by state and information on
>> the collections of the subscription sites so you can determine which one is
>> a good fit for your library.
>>
>> Tim Pinnick
>>

>> On Thursday, February 20, 2020, Elvina Fernandez <efern at pacbell.net>
>> wrote:
>>
>>> We are trying to have more Internet sites available for our patrons that
>>> use our genealogy room in our local library. Does anyone have any
>>> suggestions as to online sites to find newspapers. We have a subscription
>>> to newspaper.com but need more than just this site.
>>>
>>> A library located about 30 miles from us was set on fire two days ago
>>> and everything was destroyed. They had been so kind as to loan us their
>>> film when we had a request published in their local newspaper but now all
>>> that is gone. Not only did they lose everything but the biggest loss was
>>> the two firefighters who died while fighting the fire.
>>>
>>>
>>> Elvina Fernandez
>>> efern at pacbell.net
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>
>> ->>
>> *Author of**:* *Finding and Using African American Newspapers*
>>
>> *Owner of:* *History and Genealogy Spotlight
*
>>
>> *Specializing in Historical/Genealogical Lectures & New and Used African
>> American Books*
>>
>> Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/HGSaabooks/
>>
>> Join me on Instagram for Thesis Wednesday
>>
>> https://www.instagram.com/pinnickaabooks/
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200221/2a361b1b/
attachment.html>
From annes1979 at gmail.com Sat Feb 22 17:15:05 2020
From: annes1979 at gmail.com (Anne Shaughnessy)

Date: Sat, 22 Feb 2020 16:15:05 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy librarians program at ALA
Message-ID: <CACCKW9SDZ8i71R-5o_XF=_b75QeHChPpsROqmYmxTngOM2-J=w@mail.gmail.com>
Is there going to be a genealogy librarians day-long session at ALA in
Chicago this year?
Anne Shaughnessy
Mount Prospect Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200222/4575da75/
attachment.html>
From genegbala at gmail.com Sun Feb 23 10:00:20 2020
From: genegbala at gmail.com (Helen Gbala)
Date: Sun, 23 Feb 2020 09:00:20 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy librarians program at ALA
In-Reply-To: <CACCKW9SDZ8i71R-5o_XF=_b75QeHChPpsROqmYmxTngOM2-J=w@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CACCKW9SDZ8i71R-5o_XF=_b75QeHChPpsROqmYmxTngOM2-J=w@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAGvPDsh0zvrDB6Gh+NF7KquHrkUXxfrFgHggWkfoT5zenk41ew@mail.gmail.com>
I think so but I haven?t seen any details yet
Helen Gbala
Itasca Illinois
Genegbala at gmail.com
On Sat, Feb 22, 2020 at 4:15 PM Anne Shaughnessy <annes1979 at gmail.com>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Is there going to be a genealogy librarians day-long session at ALA in
Chicago this year?
Anne Shaughnessy
Mount Prospect Public Library
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Helen Gbala
MainGb2019 at gmail.com
1 630 336 9982
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From kimgenhist08 at gmail.com Sun Feb 23 12:11:33 2020
From: kimgenhist08 at gmail.com (Kim S. Harrison)
Date: Sun, 23 Feb 2020 10:11:33 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Librarian's Day at National Genealogical Society
Message-ID: <CAAV9_qKsHSnVp84naxodZuk9uks5oa+xyCJQ57mVLtKhwFkNDw@mail.gmail.com>
Here is the link to this event

https://conference.ngsgenealogy.org/ngs-2020-librarians-day/
includes lunch and syllabus all for the low price of $20.

This day

The schedule for the day:
- *Serving Genealogical Researchers at Public Libraries* ? Ari Wilkins
- *Researching the West: Denver Public Library - *Patricia Jordan
Roberts
- *Calamity Janes, Cowboys, and Catalog Women: Researching Frontier Men
and Women in Newspapers* ? Allison DePrey Singleton, MA, MLS
- *Soldiers, Sailors, and Marines: Guarding and Patrolling our Western
Frontier -* Michael L. Strauss, AG
It is a great way to network with other librarian's/volunteers who serve
the genealogical community.
Kim S. Harrison
NGS 2020 Librarian's Day Chair
-*Kim S. Harrison*
kimgenhist08 at gmail.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20200223/
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From shouck at starklibrary.org Wed Feb 26 10:26:53 2020
From: shouck at starklibrary.org (Stephanie Houck)
Date: Wed, 26 Feb 2020 15:26:53 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Looking for Feedback
Message-ID: <92D9839289611E4BA7AEF6D407B1B5B6BD6A2624@EX2010.scdl.local>
Hi All;
I am curious what thoughts are on the Series 1 and 2 of the African American
Newspapers from Newsbank? Does your library use it? Have patrons found it
helpful/useful?
Thank you!
Stephanie M. Houck C.P.L.S.
Genealogy and Special Serivces Manager
Main/Genealogy
p: 330-458-2757
e: shouck at starklibrary.org
w: www.StarkLibrary.org<https://starklibrary.org/email-signature>
[Email Signature Banner20190515]<https://starklibrary.org/email-signature>
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From MBowden at cmlibrary.org Fri Feb 28 09:24:39 2020
From: MBowden at cmlibrary.org (Bowden, Meghan R.)
Date: Fri, 28 Feb 2020 14:24:39 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Available for postage
Message-ID:
<BN8PR12MB3154FE760A8250D8C7090CD1A7E80@BN8PR12MB3154.namprd12.prod.outlook.com>
Hello all,
The IS department at Charlotte Mecklenburg Library has the following titles
available for postage:
Who?s Who in America, 1923-2011 (2010 missing), 99 volumes, take up 9 shelves (35?)
Who?s Who, 1923-1994, 57 volumes, takes up 7 shelves (35?)
Available until March 13, 2020. If interested, please contact Mimi at mcurlee at
cmlibrary.org.
Thanks!
Meghan Bowden, MH
Library Aide, Robinson-Spangler Carolina Room
310 N. Tryon
Charlotte, NC 28202
704.416.0150
mbowden at cmlibrary.org
<mailto:tcole at cmlibrary.org>
cmlibrary.org<http://www.cmlibrary.org/>
cmstory.org<http://cmstory.org>
Our Mission: To improve lives and build a stronger community.
Love your Library? Make a gift<https://secure3.convio.net/plcamc/site/Donation2?
df_id=1540&mfc_pref=T&1540.donation=form1><https://secure3.convio.net/plcamc/site/
Donation2;jsessionid=00000000.app362b?
1400.donation=form1&df_id=1400&mfc_pref=T&NONCE_TOKEN=52208126C6EAF319A5C07CB772F4A
0DC> to your Library Foundation today!
Email correspondence (and any attachments) to and from this address may be
considered a public record subject to public records requests pursuant to North
Carolina Public Records Law, resulting in monitoring and potential disclosure of
this message to third parties.
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